
THE CHARACTERISTICS AND THE HEALTH RISKS OF THE

FLOCCULATION PROCESS IN WATER TREATMENT OPERATIONS

Eutrophication is one of the most prevalent water quality problems in the United assisted sedimentation with other
operations such as oxidation processes in.

With this reverse gradation, spaces among the top gravel layers become filled with sand. Flocculation should
be achieved by gentle mixing so as to maximise the number of collisions between suspended particles and
flocs, without breaking the flocs up through rapid mixing. With a high loading of particulate matter filters
begin to deteriorate, become clogged, and produce poor-quality filtered water. If this enters the underdrain
system suddenly and violently, its high energy must be dissipated by the receiving structure pipe or wall which
may fail if it is not sufficiently resistant. Left: vertical paddle courtesy Amwell ; Center: horizontal reel paddle
courtesy WesTech ; Right: axial flow courtesy top-right: Anco; bottom-right: Philadelphia Mixers An
advantage of horizontal shaft units is that compartmentalization is simple. This article provides an overview of
the processes and looks at the latest thinking. Particles thus agglomerate flocs formation and are able to
decant. With proper conditions high pressure available, applied through a good hose and nozzle designed to
provide a high-velocity jet stream filter beds can be maintained in excellent condition. The type of rapid mixer
often installed in practice is given the general name back-mix reactors. Some reports have shown that the
infectious virus concentration only recovers partially after re-dissolution of aluminum hydroxide precipitates.
Within the stoichiometric P removal range, a precipitation model describes the interactions between metal and
phosphorus. Once the system is operating, the backwash also begins. A plot of turbidity against coagulant
dose gives an indication of the optimum dosage i. Inordinate dosages, beyond stoichiometric, are required to
achieve very low effluent concentrations. Finally, increase slowly to full backwash and check carefully for
loss of coal. They also produce lower metal residuals. For example, the alum feed of 1, ml per min would
require dilution with  Auxiliary washing is discussed fully later in this chapter and general approaches are
summarised below. Financial and technical assistance will be required for the design and installation of the
perforated baffle and settled water removal system. In one case with raw water TOC of 2. To further reduce
the fluoride to 1. Figure 4. This continues until all gravel layers have been placed and levels confirmed with
water. When coal is used over sand in dual media filters the auxiliary wash is essential and can be done by this
system, but it is not automatic and operators must make the effort to do the work during every wash. Fluoride
removal using aluminum based coagulants is strongly affected by pH and aluminum dosage.


